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PLATO’S DAOISM AND THE 
TÜBINGEN SCHOOL

1. A New Paradigm

Since the late Fifties, thanks to scholars like Hans Krämer and Konrad
Gaiser, a new interpretation of Plato—also known as the “paradigm
of the Tübingen School”—has spread through Europe, especially 
in Germany but none the less in Italy.1 The starting point of the new
esoteric doctrine is the so-called “criticism of writing” in the Seventh
Letter and in Phaedrus as well as accounts of Plato’s thought from the
“indirect tradition,” that is, ancient authors such as Aristotle, Alexan-
der of Aphrodisias, or Hegel’s main source, Sextus Empiricus, among
others. Contrarily to the traditional way of approaching Plato’s phi-
losophy, summed up in the early 19th century by Friedrich Schleir-
macher’s classical introduction,2 the new paradigm holds Plato’s
dialogues not to be self-sufficient, since they ought to be read in the
light of the doxographical tradition. While the classical thesis stresses
the unity of literary form and philosophical topics, the new paradigm
insists that Plato’s “best students wrote down what Plato’s Unwritten
Doctrines were about; using that evidence, we can fill out the dia-
logues with what is lacking from them.”3

The new approach proposes to change the traditional Platonic
interpretative paradigm according to a new historical understanding
that can be summarized in four main assertions.

1) First and foremost, the German School considers that a proper
comprehension of Plato’s thought requires an interpretation in accor-
dance with the esoteric tradition of the unwritten dialogues (as, for
example, in the case of the unwritten one called Philosopher). Actu-
ally, not only must we take into account Plato’s oral teachings in the
Academy, that is, the indirect tradition transmitted, among others, by
Aristotle in Metaphysica, De Anima, etc. Moreover, the specific dis-
tance between the new paradigm and earlier studies like La dottrina
platonica delle idee numeri e Aristotele published by Marino Gentile
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in 19304 should not be underestimated. While, for the latter, the eso-
teric doctrine was a late, if not conclusive, result of Plato’s thought,
according to the Tübingen School all the dialogues need to be read in
the light of the indirect doxographical tradition.

2) Considering the classical theory of Ideas, the paramount pecu-
liarity of the esoteric doctrine consists in its dualistic or bipolar struc-
ture. In Metaphysica,Aristotle confirms that the two were the ultimate
or supreme principles in Plato’s doctrine, from which the Ideas are
derived. On the one hand, “the One is substance, and not a predicate
of something else.”5 Translating Plato’s esoteric language in Aris-
totelian terms, we might say—according to the new paradigm—that
the One is the formal cause of things, because it bestows order and
unity to Being and to the Ideas. On the other hand, though, “positing
a dyad and constructing the infinite out of great and small, instead of
treating the infinite as one, is peculiar to him [Plato]; and so in his
view that the Numbers exist apart from sensible things, while they
[the Pythagoreans] say that the things themselves are Numbers. . . .”6

The indefinite Dyad, in other words, corresponds both to the mate-
rial element of Being and to the principle of multiplicity.

3) If we do admit these premises, Being is thus a sort of mix derived
from the supreme Principles. Everything subject to knowledge or per-
ception in the world consists in a combination of the One and the
Dyad. It must be said that their first mixture is structured by numbers.7

Hence, it should not come as a surprise that Aristotle considers the
confutation of this argument so important that he focuses on it for
almost half of Metaphysica. Between the ultimate level—on which
Plato puts the two Principles—and the level of Ideas, such as justice,
equity, friendship, and the like, the Greek philosopher discovers an
intermediate level: the level of ideal numbers like the ideal two, the
ideal three, and so forth.8

4) These particular ideal numbers, however, must not be confused
with the mathematical foundations of geometry and arithmetics.9 In
fact, the latter is located between the level of Ideas and the (level of)
reality that we actually perceive; whereas the ideal numbers are
placed between the sphere of Ideas and the first Principles. It hereby
follows that while 2 and 3 can obviously be summed in addition, it
would be meaningless to operate with ideal numbers that way. In
Metaphysica, Aristotle describes these ideal numbers as “indivisible
entities.” We might even call them “universal concepts,” following
what David Ross claims in Plato’s Theory of Ideas.10 But, it would
make no sense to ask whether a triangle in se is bigger or smaller than
a square qua a square, exactly like a ménage à trois is definitely not
the same thing as a marriage to which we simply add a person!

I will not discuss here the details of the new paradigm, nor its critics
(among the scholars still following Schleirmacher’s viewpoint, we
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recall Harold Cherniss, Gregory Vlastos, etc.).11 Although it is not 
the first time Western scholars have discovered family resemblances
between ancient Greek philosophers and the yin-yang tradition—like
Karl Jaspers did for instance12—I will focus on some striking parallels
between the thesis of the Tübingen School and some paramount 
principles of Far Eastern cultures. As Giovanni Reale once con-
fessed to me in Milan, this is something new even for the new 
paradigm. So let us quote a representative author of the esoteric per-
spective and on every occasion Plato’s One is mentioned you should
think of yang, and vice versa, of yin every time the infinite Dyad is
brought up:

The first and supreme Principle, the One, is, of course, not the arith-
metic one but the metaphysical One, i.e., a principle that bestows
order at any level, determining and putting in place the antithetical
principle. The arithmetic one is only derived from the metaphysical
One.

The Dyad or duality is not the number two but, as we have said,
it is the root of multiplicity and of differentiation at any level. The
complete esoteric formula is the following:“indefinite Dyad of great-
and-small”. The Dyad is considered as duality of great-and-small in
so far as it is infinite greatness and infinite smallness, unordered incli-
nation to what is infinitely great and infinitely small in all the mean-
ings of [expressions like] more and less, greater and smaller,
presenting a structural inequality. In other words, it could be claimed
that the Dyad is a sort of “intelligible matter” on higher levels and
of “sensible matter” at a lower grade.

This way the two Principles are equally original, although the
former [the One] is superior to the latter [the Dyad] from a norma-
tive standpoint. However, notwithstanding its axiological superiority,
[the One] would have neither power nor effectiveness without the
antithetical principle.

More precisely, it is necessary to recall that we should not talk
about “two” principles, if “two” has arithmetical significance. In fact,
numbers, as we will see, are posterior and derived by the supreme
principles, so that “two” could be applied to the principles only in a
metaphorical or prototypical way. It should properly be called, just
as we said, a prototypical “bipolarity”, instead of a “dualism” of 
principles. . . .

However, to sum up this topic, let us consider how “bipolarity”
shows the structure of Plato’s doctrine of Being. Any form of being
is derived from the mediating synthesis between the One as the uni-
fying, determining and harmonizing principle, and the Dyad as the
principle of multiplicity, of differentiation, of gradation. Hans
Krämer sums up perfectly this conception of the world by saying:
“Being is thus essentially unity in multiplicity. The function of the
two principles is then analogous to what emerges from the Aris-
totelian distinction between the Formal and Material principles. The
definition of Being is what is generated by the two principles by
means of the formal principle delimiting and determining the mate-
rial principle. So that Being is somehow a sort of mixture. This is the
key to Plato’s ontology in general. For this reason the principles are
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not themselves Being but as far as they constitute any being, they are
prior to Being and, thus, the unity as a principle of determination is
above Being, the indeterminate material principle as non-Being is
instead beneath Being.”13

Even though the new perspective sheds light on many fundamen-
tal aspects of Plato’s dialogues, my aim is not to focus on the thesis
of the new paradigm. On the contrary, my purpose is now to recon-
sider the interpretation put forth by Giovanni Reale and Hans
Krämer in the light of the Chinese thought, in order to recall at least
four points.

1) Both perspectives “provide a vocabulary for sorting out the rela-
tionships among things as they come together and constitute them-
selves in unique compositions.”14 From this viewpoint, yang and yin,
as well as the One and the Dyad, are thus equally original since one 
is not derived from the other. The One could be considered com-
parable to yang because it represents the active principle that deter-
mines and orders the antithetical principle yin, that is, the passive
element of the metaphysical relationship in classical Greek philoso-
phy. Readapting Krämer’s Aristotelian lexicon, a correlative thinking
seems to emerge in so far as the ten thousand beings—along with
Being for Plato—should be considered a mixture of the supreme 
Principles.15

2) In Krämer’s words, the Being—that is, the ten thousand
beings—are “what is generated by the two principles through delim-
itation and determination,” of yin by yang. In order to explain the
meaning of this correlative relation the German scholar uses some
metaphors: above and beneath the Being. They stress the same idea
we find, for example, in Yijing. Whereas the sixty-four hexagrams are
not but made of yin and yang, the same seems to occur in Plato’s eso-
teric doctrine of the Being: the One could properly be called Heaven
above the Being, the indefinite Dyad Earth beneath.16

3) Although Plato’s ideal numbers may have no equal in Far
Eastern cultures, the likeness is quite remarkable between Yijing’s
first figure of Qian and the platonic One (not to mention the simi-
larity between 2 K’un and Plato’s Dyad). The former offers the idea
of what is great and originating, penetrating and firm. The latter
stands for the ideal of subordination and of docility, just like a mare.
As a matter of fact, the mare is what the six-lined figure expresses,
which fits like hand to glove with the way the concept of the unlim-
ited was represented both by the Pythagorean School and by Plato
himself.17 At any rate, the numerical structure of reality is always pos-
sible to understand from the perspective of these two principles (as
well known, this is the trait of Yijing that mostly impressed Wilhelm
Leibniz in his days).18
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4) Finally, the concept of measure always appears crucial. A key
problem in Plato’s thought concerns the ethical need to find “the One
in multiplicity, in the Dyad.” His philosophy focuses on the good mix
of the supreme Principles of reality from both a cosmological and an
ontological viewpoint. The same idea seems to be stressed in the
Daodejing where “it is for this reason that the sages grasp oneness /
To be sheperds [models] to the world”.19 The striking analogy between
the principles of Plato’s philosophy and the fundamental line of
thought in Laozi is referred to by Chung-ying Cheng in Dimension of
the Dao, for such a line “is found in the proposition speaking of the
human person following the earth, the earth following the heaven, the
heaven following the dao, and the dao following the ziran. To follow
( fa) is to model after, because the dao”—as well as Plato’s Oneness:
the “model of Agathon” (the Good)20—”is the original model or
exhibits the original model.”21

This fourth point requires a few more words. Even though the
supreme principles of reality are both equally original (or proto-
logical), as previously shown, they still obey a precise order. What we
find in XLII of Daodejing is confirmed by XIII in Zhuang-zi and
expressed in modern terms by Reale as an “axiological superiority”
of yang (the One) relating to yin (the Dyad). Without discussing the
Chinese sexism that such an axiological superiority would entail,22

what are we supposed to make of Aristotle’s statement in Metaphys-
ica,23 when he claims that “Plato has assigned the cause of good and
that of evil to the elements, one to each of the two”? Should we con-
sider the dualistic structure of Plato’s esoteric doctrine simply as some
sort of Manichean system? Or might we assume that Aristotle, at least
in this case, is misleading?

To shed some light upon this query, once more, we need to analyze
the way the new paradigm presents the whole issue:

The indirect tradition tells us that Plato related the One to the cause
of goodness and the Dyad to the cause of Evil. However, it does not
tell us that the Dyad was considered such at all levels. In fact, it would
be difficult to explain how the Dyad might be the source of evil—
and, foremost, of what kind of evil—at the level of intelligibility on
which the Dyad acts as principle of multiplicity, of difference and of
gradation. Consequently, the only way the Dyad may be considered
as cause of evil in the sphere of the intelligibility, is by assuming 
that the negative Ideas in every couple of contraries depend upon 
it. . . .

On the other hand, it’s easy to understand why the Dyad should
be really considered the cause of evil in relation to our senses, for
the reasons that Plato already gave in Timaeus. What the philoso-
pher asserts in Teetetus (176 a–b)—i.e., there is no evil among the
Gods . . . , but it concerns mortal nature in this world—thus becomes
clear.
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So the antithetical Principle of the One-Goodness is cause of evil
only (at least in a specific, concrete way) at the lowest level, i.e., as
Dyad in perception and, therefore, Plato’s words become quite
clear.24

Once more, Reale’s interpretation of Plato appears quite akin to
some principles of Daoism. Indeed, Evil does not represent a sub-
stance or principle detached from (or opposed to) goodness. On the
contrary, the evil problem—so to speak—emerges only in the blended
realm of Being, as a result of a bad combination of the constitutive
principles of reality.25 As confirmed by the two platonic cosmologies
in Timaeus and in Philebus, we may talk properly about the nature of
Evil only in relation to bodies, that is, according to the generation of
the mutable world we perceive. So that, “the reason we have grave
anxieties is because we are embodied persons. If we were not such
persons, what anxieties would we have?”26

On the other hand, both the Aristotelian cause of Evil and its 
particular correlative relation in Plato’s philosophy bring us back to
the problem of the good measure. When Plato presents justice in 
the Republic as the virtue of all virtues—the virtue that introduces
harmony in people’s lives through its measure27—once again this doc-
trine features some family resemblances with principles of Daoism.
In fact, “in the process of all things emerging together [wanwu] / We
can witness their reversion. / Things proliferate / And each again
returns to its root. / Returning to the root is called equilibrium. . . .”28

Therefore, “the virtue is harmony; the Dao is order. The virtue by
which nobody is excluded is goodness, the way by which everybody
is in his own place is justice.”29

2. Is There the Dao in Plato’s Fourth?

The puzzling similarities between Plato’s esoteric teachings and 
the principles of Dao seem fragile as if they were standing upon 
weak foundations. Despite the strong analogies between yin-yang
and the supreme Principles of Being in Plato, where could we find
something like Dao in the esoteric thought as well as in the unwrit-
ten doctrine of our ancient Greek philosopher? Wouldn’t it be 
contradictory to talk about a potential Daoism in Plato without any
Dao?

I hold it possible to explain these questions by considering the fol-
lowing figures represented by two triangles. In the first one, the vertex
points towards the bottom. It symbolizes Plato’s esoteric idea as it has
been presented by the new paradigm, showing that Being is the result
or mixture of the supreme Principles:
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In return, Daoism’s supreme principles—in a way—present the
“vertex” at the top. What is stated in 25 of the Daodejing (“there was
some process that formed spontaneously / Emerging before the
heavens and the earth . . .”) could be illustrated in the following way:
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The Dyad       The One 

Being 

Dao

yin     yang 

Figure 2 should of course be completed with a fourth element which
name changes along with the context.30 We might therefore speak of
the ten thousand beings, Ren the Man or Wang the King etc. But,
anyhow, where would we find the fourth element in Plato’s doctrine?

The inconsistency could be expressed with another model:

Dao (= ?) 

yin         yang 
(the Dyad)     (the One) 

Ten thousand beings 
(the Being)

The query has been discussed in Tübingen some years ago (1996)
during a congress organized by the most eminent scholars of the
German School. Hans-Georg Gadamer was invited on that occasion
and illustrated what ought to be considered one of the most consis-
tent critiques of the new paradigm. “We were previously talking about
the anypotheton, i.e., the unconditional, which Plato discusses in the
Republic: well, I believe that, according to Plato, this Principle is in se
unreachable, ungraspable, although present at all times, precisely
because it’s the condition for all other principles. We never grasp the
first Principle, even if we are always looking for it. In this sense, Plato’s
philosophy is open, it always stretches further. So I do not believe that

Figure 3

Figure 1

Figure 2



the main problem is whether the doctrines of the Principles were
written or not. They were partially written and partially not. The real
problem faces a more radical, a more fundamental question.”31

What Gadamer presents as a more radical question about the
essence of the very could be also explained in the terms of a late 
Platonic dialogue. After introducing in the Philebus the constitutive
principles of Being, that is, the limited and the unlimited—or the One
and the Dyad, just to use the vocabulary of Metaphysica—Plato here
examines “the kind of the cause that is present as fourth in all things,”
or, according to a recent English translation edited by Dorothea
Frede, “with respect to our four classes (limit, the unlimited, their
mixture, and their cause—which is present in everything): that this
cause is recognized as all-encompassing wisdom, since among us it
imports the soul and provides training for the body and medicine for
its ailments and in other cases order and restitution. . . .”32

This peculiar fourfold cosmological division might also be found in
Timaeus, when Plato presents the principle that concerns the universe
and affirms that we need to add a third and different kind to the pre-
vious two. Bearing in mind that the supreme principles are the form
and the imitation from which the cosmos is sprung, the principle of
the world must consist in the imitation of the form in a receptacle.33

Without confusing Being as a mixture of limited and of unlimited and
the world generated by form and receptacle, there is a clear analogy
between the One (limited Æ exemplar form), the Dyad (unlimited Æ
receptacle), and the Fourth (nous Æ imitation).

As David Ross pointed out some decades ago, what the new par-
adigm is looking for corresponds to Plato’s esoteric viewpoint on
physics described by Aristotle in De Anima. Here again, indeed, the
structure of the world we perceive, which is generated at the cosmo-
logical level by One, Dyad, and Fourth, is also structured according
to four kinds. In fact, the space in which all bodies, both physical and
moral, are located, needs four elements to present three visible dimen-
sions.34 We could thus say that “four” is Plato’s ideal number corre-
sponding to our perceptible and moving universe. In De Anima, we
are told that the three-dimensional space of our bodies’ perception
(length, width, depth) rests upon the One, the point, as an empty space
or an indivisible line. It is well known how justice, in the Republic,
represents the (fourth) virtue that has no place of its own, but forms
the bridge between the material level of human (political) experience
and its own principle (Goodness, Agathon, the One). Finally, in
Timaeus, Plato explains how time is the reflection of bodies moving
through space: a mobile image of eternity. In any case, there is a clear
analogy among such Universals as Eternity (was ¨Æ is ¨Æ will be),
the One-point (long ¨Æ large ¨Æ deep), and Justice (production
¨Æ defence ¨Æ government).
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Plato’s Being is thus a sort of four-term-structured knot that 
binds together the cosmology described in Timaeus and Philebus
(One – Dyad – Fourth, limited – unlimited – nous, exemplar form –
receptacle – imitation) and the three-dimensional perception of
visible world (long – large – deep, past – present – future, producing
– defending – ruling). From this perspective, we seem to have the key
to return to an esoteric meaning of Plato’s dialectics. Putting it in the
words of Statesman,35 philo-sophers must not end their study of what
apparently is similar until the differences are discovered and they
shall not renounce until the identity is revealed amongst what seems
to have nothing in common. In the words from Philebus, “since this
is the structure of things, we have to assume that there is in each case
always one form for every one of them, and we must search for it, as
we will indeed find it there. And once we have grasped it, we must
look for two, as the case would have it, or if not, for three or some
other number. And we must treat every one of those further unities
in the same way, until it is not established of the original unit that is
one, many and unlimited, but also how many kinds it is. For we must
not grant the form of the unlimited to the plurality before we know
the exact number of every plurality that lies between the unlimited
and the one.”36

Although the point has not been explicitly considered by the
Tübingen School, we might explain it with another figure:
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“first Principle” 

the Dyad        the One 

the Being 
its numerical structure 

Ideas 
(philo-sopher in reality) 

space (physical bodies)                          long – large – deep              /         the One (point)
time (mortal bodies)                              was – is – will be                /               Eternity

ethics (political bodies)         production – defence – government   /                Justice

Due to Leo Spitzer’s studies and, especially, The Harmony of the
World, it is known how the roots of the glorious medieval tradition
of the numerus quaternarius bring us back to Plato’s philosophy and
to the Pythagorean sacra tetratkys.37 In Plato’s case, the fourfold cos-
mological division in both Philebus and Timaeus is however asym-

Figure 4



metrical compared with the other quaterns for an obvious reason. The
same difference between the supreme Principles of Being and the
numerical structure of the latter shows the distance between, say,
the figure of the Fourth in Philebus and four as the ideal number or
the key of the experience in space-and-time of all bodies (both 
physical and political).38 Along these lines, we find thus various
numerus quaternarius: first, when Aristotle in De Anima illustrates the
esoteric physics of Plato; then, in Timaeus’ description of Time; finally,
in the Republic while pondering upon the fourth virtue. For Justice,
Eternity, and the One-point actually form the bridge between the
world generated by the supreme Principles and the supreme Princi-
ples themselves.

Once we grasp how the original unit is one, many, unlimited, this
four-term-structured node, however, still seems pretty unclear. I am
not only thinking about the puzzling problems concerning Plato’s
numerology and the difference between the perfect numbers of a
divine creature and the peculiar algorithm of every human being.39 I
will not discuss either “that a king lives seven hundred and twenty-
nine times more pleasantly than a tyrant.”40 Rather, the aim is to stress
the methodos, that is, the way to approach what Gadamer calls Plato’s
first Principle.

On the one hand, in the myth of Kronos described in Statesman,
Plato tells us precisely that dialectics show the way in a chaotic world
in so far as his method can be properly comprehended like the way
leading back to the Principle, guiding through experience which is
based on the relation between the One (yang) and the Dyad (yin).41

On the other side though, we appear to have no sources, direct or
indirect, according to which we could claim that the key of dialectics
could also be found in the four.42 Plato simply does not mention this
aspect. He reveals his own sudden illumination in the Letter VII,43

unfolding the techniques with words that remind us of those of the
Far Eastern tradition (as recently pointed out by an Italian scholar).44

But, without insisting yet on the importance of the concept of paideia
in Plato’s thought, that is, on the fundamental relationship between
teacher and pupil, we still seem to miss the link between the cosmo-
logical principles and the numerical ideas in Plato. Perhaps, Chinese
culture would help us, once again, to shed light on the whole issue.

3. As a Matter of Principle

Between “the original unit that it is one, many and unlimited” and the
divine method of dialectics, the dark side of Plato’s esoteric teachings
could be better comprehended in the light of Daodejing. Keeping in
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mind figures 3 and 4 above, differences and similarities clearly appear
between the Daoist perspective and the new paradigm of Plato’s
thought.

First of all, the distance between Plato’s philosophy and the doc-
trines of the Daodejing is apparent: while the latter testifies that
“there was some process that formed spontaneously / Emerging
before the heavens and the earth,”45 it is well known how both the
formal and the material principles of the cosmos are out of time
according to Plato. In the Dao-tradition the formal model, as well as
the material element of the universe, follow the Dao, that is, they
model after the Principle. The triangle has—so to speak—the vertex
at the top (fig. 2). Even though the Principle remains unspoken, it is
therefore called the Dao and known as the Grand “because the dao
is the original model [a very Platonic word: paradigm!] or exhibits the
original model . . . or the example one may follow and emulate.”46

Hence, “Being grand, it is called passing, / Passing, it is called dis-
tancing, / Distancing, it is called returning. / Dao is grand, / The
heavens [tian] are grand, / The earth is grand, / And the king is also
grand. / Within our territories / There are four ‘grandees’ / And the
king occupies one of them.”47

These and similar sentences from Daoist tradition have suggested,
on the other hand, many analogies with Plato. Recently ad instance,
Giangiorgio Pasqualotto affirms that “the Mind (xin) and the Soul
(psyché) work as a ‘field’ in which the opposed polarities called Li
and Shi by Fazang and on and me on by Plato interact in a distinct
but yet complementary way.”48 Although the supreme Principle in
Plato did not “c[o]me into existence before Heaven and Earth”—
as the One and the Dyad were not created, but are eternal or out 
of time—yet, the Italian scholar stresses how “thought should not 
be understood as another ‘kind’, nor as the greatest one—as, for
example, in the case of Being [on]—, since the very concept of kind
can only result from thought.”49 In other words, we could say that the
horizontal level of experience between Li and Shi, between on and
me on, is crossed by another level: the relation between the philoso-
pher who reflects upon the supreme Principle and the supreme Prin-
ciple itself.

The idea of Thought thinking of itself could be understood also in
the light of Hegel’s Geschichte der Philosophie.50 In particular, I am
referring to the chapter on “Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans”. Fol-
lowing his main source, Sextus Empiricus, Hegel ascribes to the Italic
school principles and categories belonging to Plato’s esoteric doc-
trine. According to Hegel, we cannot represent the absolutely simple
essence as such because it doubles unfolding in unity and multiplic-
ity. Then, this specific difference does exist per se like in the case of
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the Dyad in Plato’s oral teachings, because it represents “wherein the
multiplicity of the different things falls down.” Finally, the Aufhebung
consists in “the absolute essence [that] returns in itself as the nega-
tive unity of the individual subject and of the universal and positive.”51

This is why Hegel concludes that “the four is the triad but more devel-
oped.”52 In order to grasp the Principle we have in fact a double iden-
tity (the absolutely simple essence and its Aufhebung) as well as a
double difference, that is, Plato’s indefinite Dyad of great-and-small
according to which, via Sextus Empiricus, Hegel confirms that “since
the difference, as posited, is a double, if we count it, four moments
result.”53

Although Hegel’s interpretation of Plato (and of Pythagoras)
might be wrong or at least seemingly lacking evidence, it still brings
us back to some topics related to the XXV of Daodejing mentioned
above (as well as from another famous one: “Dao gives rise to conti-
nuity, / Continuity gives rise to difference, / Difference gives rise to
plurality, / And plurality gives rise to the manifold of everything that
is happening [wanwu]”54). In fact, it is as if we keep on being told
“there are four that are grand in the universe,” because both in the
Dao-tradition and in the esoteric teachings of Plato we have a double
level or four elements. The idea takes us back to the horizontal rela-
tion in figure 3 that shows some striking similarities between Plato
and Daodejing, that is, between the One and the Dyad, on the one
hand, and yang and yin, on the other. Yet, we should not forget the
vertical one which is formed out of the relation between nous—which
generated the world we perceive—and Being, as the mixture of the
One (yang) and the Dyad (yin). From this viewpoint, it’s easy to illus-
trate why Hegel’s way of reading Plato’s “Grand” acquires, pace
Hegel, Far Eastern connotations. In both Daodejing and Plato’s
Being, the “Grand” consists in what “passes on” and “becomes
remote” but “having become remote it returns,” just like the
absolutely simple essence “returns in itself.”

This numerical perspective seems to be confirmed by the famous
XLII of Daodejing: “The Dao generates one, one generates two, the
two generates three, the three generates the ten thousand things. The
ten thousand things bear the yin and hold the yang, which mutually
excite each other to produce new forms of harmony.”55 According to
Chung-ying Cheng, there are two lines of thought in Laozi. The first
one, that we have already mentioned, “is found in the proposition
speaking of the human person following the earth, the earth follow-
ing the heaven, the heaven following the dao, and the dao following
the ziran.”56 The second line of thought “suggests an ontogenetic unity
or oneness of the dao, which comprehends creativity of the yin and
the yang or the heaven and earth, which are the two. On the basis of
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the two the creative way of generating all the things in the world
including the human person is provided which is the three. Hence it
is said the three generates all things including the human person.”57

Once again, there is a striking analogy between, say, Cheng’s inter-
pretation of Dao and Plato’s cosmology. Even the numbers are the
same! With the words of Timaeus: “one, two, three. . . . Where’s
number four?”58 Actually, we have first Oneness in Plato’s philosophy
(on this point the interpretations of Hegel and Gamader’s “first Prin-
ciple” overlap). Secondly, this oneness comprehends the creativity of
the two esoteric principles of the One and the Dyad, or, of the limit
and the unlimited, “of the ying and the yang or the heaven and earth,
which are two.”59 Then, we have the infinite complexity of the world
as a mixture of those principles, that is, the world as three in Phile-
bus. While Cheng’s daoist version of the three is “the creative way of
generating all the things in the world including the human person,”
Plato would talk about the “overwhelming abundance of the third
kind,” that is, the “process of generation” or “the joint offspring of the
other two kinds as a unity, a coming-into-being created through the
measures imposed by the limit [yang] (to the unlimited [ying]).”60

It would be very interesting to stress the relationship between
Wang as the fourth—that is Grand with Dao, Heaven, and Earth—
and the ten thousand beings, that is, all the things generated by the
three principles analyzed by Cheng.61 But, whereas the Western tra-
dition has known the very idea of the universal man as homo quad-
ratus, it is precisely the relation between this man and the Principle
that still remains highly problematic. Let us only recall the difference
between the paradigmatic viewpoints considered above, that is,
between Gadamer’s lecture on esoteric doctrines and Hegel’s inter-
pretation of Plato. While Hegel claims philosophers to be those who
fully comprehend the Principle, Gadamer declares that “first Princi-
ple” to be “unreachable, ungraspable” for “Plato’s philosophy is open,
it always stretches further.” So that, according to Plato’s idea of the
Fourth, it seems to me better to adopt a Dao-perspective in so far as
the new paradigm offers a numerical code by which it is possible to
grasp why some of Hegel’s theses are so fragile.

As we have seen, Plato’s first Principle as well as the principle 
of the Dao represent the original model or exhibit the Original
paradeigma. In all concrete situations, however, goodness cannot be
generally declared in the mutable world of perception, because the
way back to the first Principle is never guaranteed in Plato’s philos-
ophy as there is no guarantee in searching for the nous, for Intelli-
gence, the “kind of the cause present as Fourth in all things.”62

Contrarily to some modern philosophies of history, it is preferable to
consider Plato’s principles in the light of their esoteric significance for
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the One is the “point” that is everywhere and therefore invisible; Eter-
nity, the reflection of bodies moving in space and thus in time; Justice,
the virtue with no place of its own and yet the condition of harmony
in people’s lives. While the Tübingen paradigm has enlightened some
important esoteric doctrines in Plato, this other point still needs to be
finally pondered upon, that is, the bridge that brings the material level
of human (political) experience back to its transcendental Principle.
In the horizontal relation of experience (fig. 3)—made up of Dyad
and One, of yin and yang—this bridge forms the cross that offers the
key to understand why paideia is so important in Plato’s philosophy.
Accordingly to the relationship between teacher and pupil, this is the
Greek methodos as well as the Chinese Dao, that shows ana-logos the
Way “vertically” (fig. 4).63
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